


“On average sales and marketing costs average from 15%-35% of total corporate costs. 

So the effort to automate for more sales efficiency  is absolutely essential. In cases  

reviewed, sales increases due to advanced CRM technology have ranged from 10% to 

more than 30%.” - Harvard Business Review 

ManagePro CRM puts your customers at the forefront of your process and allows you to 

understand your customers better and offer what is relevant to them based on factors 

which you can define, whether that’s interactions, type of product, or service plan. It’s im-

portant to know where you customers are at each stage of the sales cycle and you are able 

to do that with a lead scoring feature that keeps you informed of where they are in the 

sales cycle, then you are able to see what the next stages are to close the deal.  

 

This document outlines the differences between the full edition of ManagePro CRM and 

the Lite edition comparing both the features and the pricing of the two.  
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*For lower price, the purchase of a single licence for a minimum of 12 months is required. Each licence thereafter is 

flexible and can be added or removed monthly.  

Per user Per month  Minimum  

Setup Fee $395 / £395 

Per user Per month 

Free or 2 Hour Setup Fee  £95  

An inbound sales & marketing CRM  

solution that helps you to find  

more leads, close more sales and 

manage your customers more    

effectively. 

Allowing you to manage  your  

customer relationships to  

make them positive.   
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Accounts ✓ ✓ 

Calendar ✓ ✓ 

Cases ✓ ✓ 

Dashboard ✓  

Deduplication ✓  

Dialling ✓  

Email Campaigns ✓  

Email Integration with Outlook ✓  

Email Marketing Statistics  ✓  

External Systems ✓  

Free Customer Support ✓ ✓ 

Landing Pages ✓  

Lead Scoring ✓  

Mass Email Campaigns* ✓  

Multiple Databases ✓  

Multiple Projects ✓  

Panel Setup ✓  

Products ✓ ✓ 

Reporting ✓ ✓ 

Sales Orders ✓  

Screen Configuration ✓ ✓ 

Social ✓  

Web to Lead ✓  

Website Tracking ✓  

Workflow Automation ✓  

Lawful Basis for Processing ✓ ✓ 

Consent Reasoning ✓ ✓ 

Right to be Forgotten ✓ ✓ 

Control of Email Tracking ✓  

Data Privacy Manager ✓  

*The price for this system does not include an SMTP provider. 

The table below shows a comparison between the Lite version of ManagePro CRM and the full  

edition helping you to gain a good understanding of what is on offer.  
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Try out ManagePro CRM and see how it can help you to find more leads  

and win and retain more customers. 

Contact us today for a demo and a free trial. 

UK: (+44) 01249 566 010  

US: (+1) 844 227 3123  
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